The Communist Regime Unleashed the Pandemic as Warfare

The enemy is attempting to suppress all information about how the current virus (Covid19) in China was made in a bio weapons lab. This includes Google working with YouTube; both are owned by Alphabet, which should be called “Alephbet” as it is owned by Jewish moguls. They are working with the World Health Organization to suppress and punish all news reporting anything real on this situation.

The WHO is well-known to be totally corrupt, and investigations into the level of this corruption reveal that the WHO spends half of its two billion dollar income on five star hotels and expensive luxuries. They also show the WHO receives from nations all kinds of money under the table which is not recorded; much of this money is from the Communist regime of China. The WHO has been covering for China and helping to spread this virus by their corruption and being on the payroll of Communist China. The enemy planned the whole thing as attack on the world.

The news is warning that in sixty to ninety days the storages caused by this is going to really manifest in America.

The actual reports from places like gnews state that 1.5 million are infected in China, and 50,000 have died.

From https://gnews.org/122331/

“Miles Guo’s live broadcast on Feb 22.2020 (Part II)

One of the military sources involved in the meeting said that quasi-chemical weapons might be used in Hong Kong. Hong Kong imposed martial law without an official announcement. Because Wang Qishan said, “Hong Kong’s economy can’t stand it, the country’s economy can’t stand it,” he said. “the political cost is too high.”

Miles Guo and Expose Revolution had warned everyone in June that the communist party was ready to use quasi-biochemical weapons.

The battle between Wang Qishan and Xi Jinping has started. Xi realized that he was fooled by Wang, Jiang, Meng, Zeng, Zhu. However, this is a part of Nanputuo Plan; the real power stays within these families. Xi can’t even hold the Two Session meeting, in the past 42 years, there was no cancellation of this meeting. It is essential for him to show the continuity and legitimacy of the regime and to ensure political stability!
The Chinese Communist Party encourages research on biochemical weapons to use against the US. However, it was used on the Hong Kong protest movement. But it lost control, and now it went back to China, to Wuhan Hubei. It has spread to Beijing, and it will continue to spread to entire China and the world.

Wang Qishan, Jiang’s family, and Yang Jiechi suggest Xi Jinping spread this virus to the world, so the West will not have the energy to against us. If the rest world is infected with this disease, they’ll help us to solve this chaos. Our economic problems are also their economic problems.

According to Miles Guo, the outbreaks will occur in Japan, Cambodia, the United States, Canada, all of Europe and also a few small countries in Asia.

It was written on the Pili tablet under the P4 lab, “When you approached the door, you will be entered the Pandora’s box, once the box opens, no one can control it!”

Pan Shiyi, Zhang Xin, Jack Ma, Ma Huateng, Ding Lei, Li Yanhong, including Dong Wenbiao, are all investors and sponsors of the Pili tablet.

20,000 police were sent to Hubei by Sun Lijun. People who don’t follow the demand or creating troubles for the CCP will directly send to a temporary concentration camp. Many will be killed in the name of the “novel coronavirus.” without any consequences.”

**Reply by HP Hoodedcobra666:**

Something is not consistent with WHO. For one they are helping delay and cover up the declaration of a pandemic. Mixed news such as dismissing the whole case and then it is so big it can no longer be contained.

They definitely understand this and truly want a global pandemic just to receive shitloads of money for nothing. They clearly understood how contagious this is and how problematic. But they need their billions of shekels so they can continue to troll people with.

Then, they ask for huge amounts of money over what they at the same time describe as an unimportant virus, so unimportant of a virus that cities are on lock-down when it shows up instantly. And so unimportant it has been freezing the global economy before even being close to a pandemic.
Meanwhile, the global community and those in power specifically who are to advise on the virus behaves in a way exactly as if the intention was to spread the virus in a sure proof way. Then the problems in people spread this further.

China had all the revolutions and protests quelled by the virus. Hong Kong also was neutralized by this. They may have paid shitloads due to the virus outbreak, but this has bought them a lot of time and turned all movements to total zero. On the other hand this backfired to Communist regime as total exposure. This was hugely successful.

The thing is they can choose to jew people but they cannot exactly choose the outcome of such jewing.
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